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Join Moonwood's Team for the 6th Annual Hope Run/Walk - A 
Powerful Statement to #End1in10 

HUNTINGTON BEACH, Calif., October 26, 2023 — On Sunday, April 21, 2024, from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m., an event of 
profound significance unfolds as the 6th Annual Journey to Heal Ministries 1.5-Mile Hope Run/Walk commences. 
Taking place in the heart of Huntington Beach, Moonwood Coffee Shop, at 10178 Adams Ave. HB, CA 92648, this 
event serves as a beacon of hope during the month of #SAAM (Sexual Assault Awareness Month). Moonwood, a 
stalwart advocate of the #moonwoodmovement, invites individuals to be part of this inspiring journey. 

The statistics are sobering: every 68 seconds, someone in America experiences sexual assault, with a child affected 
every 9 minutes. Shockingly, without change, 1 in 10 children will endure sexual abuse before turning 18. The Hope 
Run/Walk is more than a race; it's a powerful statement to #End1in10. Participants in this event will not only propel 
themselves forward but will also raise crucial awareness and provide much-needed support to survivors. 

Participants have the unique opportunity to join the #MoonwoodMovement Team for the Hope Run/Walk and enter to 
win a remarkable $500 coffee giveaway. To secure your spot, register as a virtual participant and choose the "JOIN A 
TEAM" option at checkout, ensuring you select the Moonwood Movement Team to embark on this transformative 
journey. 

Moonwood is deeply committed to raising awareness and establishing a robust support system for victims of child sex 
abuse. Co-owners Alecia and Bernadette passionately advocate for education on childhood indicators of abuse, 
pathways within the justice system, and vital resources for survivors and their families. Rooted in the empowerment of 
survivors, Moonwood strives to equip them with tools for self-discovery and independence, aiming to revolutionize the 
community's approach to child sex abuse. The symbolism of the woods as a sanctuary underscores their broader 
mission to foster a nurturing environment where survivors can acquire skills and embark on their healing journey. 
 
Join us on April 21, 2024, to make a difference and be a part of this transformative journey with Moonwood. Together, 
we can #End1in10 and bring hope to survivors of sexual abuse. 

LOCATION IS 10178 ADAMS AVE, HUNTINGTON BEACH, 92646. 

Find out more at MoonwoodCoffee.com/Hope-Run. 

About Moonwood Coffee Co. 

At Moonwood Coffee Co., every cup and pastry has a purpose. We bake, brew, cook, and cater with your dream in 
mind. Relax, and leave the rest to our expertly trained team. 

Contact: 
alecia@moonwoodcoffee.com 
 

https://moonwoodcoffee.com/hope-run/

